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This work presents an analysis of monoenergetic electronic recoil peaks in the dark-matter-search and
calibration data from the first underground science run of the Large Underground Xenon (LUX) detector.
Liquid xenon charge and light yields for electronic recoil energies between 5.2 and 661.7 keV are
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measured, as well as the energy resolution for the LUX detector at those same energies. Additionally, there
is an interpretation of existing measurements and descriptions of electron-ion recombination fluctuations
in liquid xenon as limiting cases of a more general liquid xenon recombination fluctuation model.
Measurements of the standard deviation of these fluctuations at monoenergetic electronic recoil peaks
exhibit a linear dependence on the number of ions for energy deposits up to 661.7 keV, consistent with
previous LUX measurements between 2 and 16 keV with 3H. We highlight similarities in liquid xenon
recombination for electronic and nuclear recoils with a comparison of recombination fluctuations measured
with low-energy calibration data.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.95.012008
I. THE LUX DETECTOR
The Large Underground Xenon (LUX) detector is a two-
phase (liquid/gas) xenon time-projection chamber (TPC)
designed to detect weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs), a favored dark matter candidate [1]. LUX
has produced world-leading exclusion limits for spin-
independent and spin-dependent WIMP-nucleon scattering
cross sections [2–5]. The detector uses a dodecagonal
active volume with 251 kg of liquid xenon (LXe) bounded
in z by cathode and gate wire grids (48.3 cm apart) and in
ðx; yÞ by 12 polytetrafluoroethylene panels (47.3 cm face to
face) [6]. The active volume is monitored by 122 photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) that are divided evenly between
top and bottom arrays. Energy depositions produce prompt
scintillation light (S1) and delayed electroluminescence
light (S2) created by drifting liberated ionization electrons
via an applied electric field from the interaction site to the
liquid surface. An even higher field is applied between the
gate and anode grids at the surface, and the electrons are
extracted into gaseous xenon to produce the S2. The time,
td, between the S1 and S2 signals defines the depth of the
interaction and the ðxS2; yS2Þ position is reconstructed from
the S2 hit pattern in the top PMTarray [7]. Further technical
detail on the LUX detector can be found in [1].
The ratio of free charge to scintillation light, typically
expressed as log10ðS2=S1Þ, is used to distinguish electronic
recoils (ERs) and nuclear recoils (NRs) produced by
incoming particles interacting with xenon atoms.
Discrimination between ER and NR events makes LXe
TPC detectors viable dark matter discovery experiments.
The underlying microphysics of these recoils is an area of
active and robust modeling, most notably by the Noble
Element Simulation Technique (NEST) [8]. Critical to
these models is the measurement of light and charge yields
for xenon at a wide range of energies. LUX has previously
measured ER absolute light and charge yields down to
1.3 keV with a novel in situ 3H calibration [9]. The
complementary measurements of the light and charge
yields at higher energies (>10 keV) beyond the WIMP-
search region follow here. Measurement and calibration of
the LXe response beyond the WIMP-search energy range is
relevant for any potential Compton imaging applications,
neutrinoless double beta decay searches, and the under-
standing of backgrounds that extend into the search regions
for WIMPs and other potential dark matter candidates.
Additionally, these measurements constrain theoretical
models for charge and light production in liquid xenon,
notably the transition region between the Thomas-Imel (ER
energies ≲10 keV) and Doke (≳10 keV) recombination
models [10,11].
II. ENERGY RECONSTRUCTION
AND SIGNAL YIELDS
Particle interactions in liquid xenon excite atoms
(forming excitons), create electron-ion pairs, and produce
atomic motion (heat). Energy in the first two channels
yields photons and electrons, i.e. detectable quanta, while
the amount of energy in the form of heat is negligible for
electronic recoils. Therefore, energy depositions can be
described with
E ¼ fWðnex þ niÞ
¼ fW

1þ nex
ni

ni; ð1Þ
where E is the energy, and nex and ni are the numbers of
excitons and electron-ion pairs, respectively [12]. W is the
average energy needed to produce a single excited or
ionized atom and its value isW ¼ 13.7 0.2 eV [13]. The
quenching factor f is negligible for electronic recoils and
thus f ≡ 1 in this paper; LUX NR (f ≠ 1) measurements
can be found in [14] and in a brief discussion in Sec. V D.
The ratio of excitons to ions is constant for ER interactions,
nex=ni ¼ 0.2 [10,15,16]. Each exciton deexcites, emitting a
178-nm photon [17–19]. A fraction of the initial electron-
ion pairs r recombine and form additional excitons.
Electron-ion recombination is a fundamental property of
liquid xenon that depends on the fluid density, applied
electric field, and particle energy [9,13,16,20]. The mea-
surements presented here were made with an average drift
field of 180 V=cm as in [3]. There is a slight degeneracy
between nex=ni and r, particularly if nex=ni exhibits an
energy dependence. nex=ni ¼ 0.2 is consistent within
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uncertainties of the most recent measurements [21], and it
is held constant for simplicity.
In practice, the directly measurable quantities are
the deexcitation photons (from initial and recombined
excitons) and the electrons that escape recombination.
They are expressed as
nγ ¼

nex
ni
þ r

ni ð2Þ
and
ne ¼ ð1 − rÞni; ð3Þ
and these relate directly to the S1 and S2 signals recorded
in LUX. In terms of S1 and S2, we rewrite the expression
for energy
E ¼ Wðnγ þ neÞ
¼ W

S1
g1
þ S2
g2

; ð4Þ
where S1 and S2 in units of detected photons (phd) are
pulse sizes corrected for geometrical effects and electron
lifetime in LXe [3]. The detector gains g1 and g2 are in units
of phd/quantum. g1 represents the overall photon detection
efficiency for prompt scintillation in the liquid and is the
product of the LUX average light collection efficiency and
the average PMT quantum efficiency. g2 is the correspond-
ing quantity for S2 light consisting of the product of the
electron extraction efficiency (from liquid to gas) and the
average single electron pulse size in phd. For the data
analyzed in this work, these detector-specific quantities
have been measured to be g1 ¼ 0.117 0.003 phd=photon
and g2 ¼ 12.1 0.8 phd=electron, with an electron extrac-
tion efficiency of 49% 3% [3,22,23]. Used in Eq. (4),
they allow for the energy reconstruction of ER interactions
observed in the LUX detector. Explicitly, the light (Ly) and
charge (Qy) yields are defined as
Ly ¼ hnγi=E ð5Þ
and
Qy ¼ hnei=E: ð6Þ
III. DATA SELECTION
The energy spectrum of single-scatter events acquired
during the LUX 2013 WIMP search, shown in Figs. 1 and
2, includes peaks from the 127Xe L-shell electron capture at
5.2 keV to the 609-keV gamma emitted following 214Bi β
decay. There is a large contribution at 41.6 keV from
residual 83mKr, an internal calibration source injected
regularly during the acquisition [24,25]. Figure 3 shows
part of the Compton plateau and the 661.7-keV photopeak
from 137Cs calibrations. All energies and sources of
relevant peaks are listed in Table I.
Cosmogenically activated isotopes 127Xe, 129mXe, and
131mXe decay with half-lives of 36.3, 8.9, and 11.8 d,
respectively. As short-lived intrinsic sources, their signal is
maximized relative to Compton backgrounds by including
data from only the first 20 d of the WIMP search for all
FIG. 1. Single-scatter events identified in the LUX 2013
WIMP-search data. The labels indicate the source isotopes
and their energies. Only radial and drift-time fiducial cuts
(rS2 < 20 cm; 38 μs < td < 305 μs) have been applied to make
this plot; additional cuts are applied to maximize signal
to background for each peak individually in the following
measurements.
TABLE I. The energies and details of each peak in the ER
energy spectrum. The 129mXe decay and one of the 127Xe
processes completely overlap at 236.1 keV. There are additional
decay schemes that are in, or near, the 208.1- and 408.2-keV
peaks with lower rates (<10% relative to these modes). The S1
and S2 measurements at 5.2, 41.55, 163.9, 208.1, 236.1, 408.2,
609.3, and 661.7 keV were used to calculate g1 and g2, allowing
for the reconstruction of electronic recoil energy [23].
Energy (keV) Source Decay
5.2 127Xe L-shell EC
33.2 127Xe K-shell EC
41.55 83mKr 32.1þ 9.4 keV conversion electrons
163.9 131mXe 163.9 keV gamma
208.1 127Xe L-shell ECþ 127I 202.9 keV gamma
236.1 127Xe K-shell ECþ 127I 202.9 keV gamma
236.1 129mXe 196.6þ 39.6 keV gammas
408.2 127Xe K-shell ECþ 127I 375 keV gamma
583.2 208Tl β decayþ 208Pb 583.2 keV gamma
609.3 214Bi β decayþ 214Po 609.3 keV gamma
661.7 137Cs β decayþ 137Ba 661.7 keV gamma
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Xe activation peaks and by applying an rS2 ¼ 18 cm
fiducial cut as in [2] for peaks at 163.9, 208.1, 236.1,
and 408.2 keV. 127Xe is responsible for five of the peaks in
this study (Figs. 1 and 2). Its decay is characterized by an
electron capture followed immediately by the deexcitation
of 127I. A dedicated study of 127Xe decay using the LUX
detector is forthcoming in [26]. The peaks for the L- and
K-shell 127Xe electron captures (5.2 and 33.2 keV) are
fitted using events with rS2 < 20 cm because these events
occur near the periphery where the 127I gamma can escape
without depositing energy in the active region.
Additionally, for the 127Xe K-shell peak, we exclude data
occurring within 24 h of 83mKr calibration injections to
avoid contamination from its 41.55-keV decay. 83mKr has
a 1.85-h half-life, and this cut removes >99.99% of all
events with energies reconstructed between 40 and 43 keV.
The cuts for detector stability and event/pulse quality in
this analysis are the same cuts used in the WIMP-search
analysis [23]. Detector stability cuts exclude data from
periods with excursions from normal detector conditions
and times immediately following power outages and
circulation stoppages (0.8% reduction in live time). An
event quality cut limits the combined waveform area
outside of S1 and S2 pulses within the same 1-ms event
window. It excludes events that have additional pulse area
that is more than 10% of the combined pulse areas of
S1 and S2 in the waveform, which leads to a 1% reduction
in live time. This cut removes events with large numbers of
spurious single photoelectrons or extracted electrons.
IV. ANALYSIS OF LUX DATA
A. Signal yields
Each monoenergetic source generates a fixed mean
amount of light and charge. Monoenergetic signals appear
as elliptical overdensities in (S1; S2) space as plotted in
Fig. 4. The major axis of the ellipse follows a line of
constant energy, with the length of that axis dictated
by recombination fluctuations. Additional spread in the
FIG. 3. Fiducial single-scatter events (rS2 < 20 cm;
38 μs < td < 305 μs) from an August 2013 137Cs calibration
of the LUX detector. The dashed red line indicates the true energy
of the photopeak at 661.7 keV.
FIG. 2. Single-scatter events satisfying radial and drift-time
fiducial cuts (rS2 < 20 cm; 38 μs < td < 305 μs) prior to May
12 in the LUX 2013 WIMP-search data. The error bars represent
statistical uncertainty. The dashed red lines indicate the true peak
energies of the 5.2- and 33.2-keV,L- andK-shell, electron captures
(ECs) of 127Xe. The 33.2-keV K-shell peak emerges clearly when
data collected in the 24 h following each 83mKr injection are
excluded. 127Xe was cosmogenically produced while in storage
aboveground, and it began decaying awayonce theLUXxenonwas
moved underground. These EC sources became negligibly weak
by the end of the WIMP-search data acquisition.
FIG. 4. The S1 and S2 (corrected pulse areas) from events
including 410-keV 127Xe decays.
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S1 and S2 response for a monoenergetic source comes from
the finite detector resolution in the respective channels. Fits
for the mean S1 and S2 response at each energy are made
with data within 2σ of the mean reconstructed energy.
Measurements of the light and charge yields shown in
Figs. 5 and 6 follow directly from Gaussian fits for the
mean S1 and S2 as described in Sec. II. Figures 5 and 6
show comparisons of these LUX measurements with the
most recently published NEST models for light and charge
yields at 180 V=cm. Figures 5(a) and 6(a) show the
measured signal yields of the single-site energy depositions
along with the functional form of the NEST model plotted
for comparison. The dashed blue line is the mean response
predicted by NEST for an applied field of 180 V=cm, and
the shaded blue region shows its 5% uncertainty [8]. The
uncertainty in the NEST model comes from the dispersion
of the world’s data and interpolating to the LUX-specific
applied drift field. Figures 5(b) and 6(b) show the measured
signal yields from multiple-site energy depositions where
the light and charge quanta from the lower-energy con-
stituent decays are merged. The NEST yields from the
specific energies of the possible decay modes within each
(a)
(b)
FIG. 5. The measured light yield at peak energies in the LUX
ER energy spectrum for (a) single- and (b) multiple-site energy
depositions. Also in (a), the dashed blue line is the mean response
predicted by NEST for an applied field of 180 V=cm, and the
shaded blue region shows its 5% uncertainty. The red circles (and
shaded band) show LUX measurements (and uncertainty) from
an injected 3H beta source also under a mean applied field of
180 V=cm [9]. In (b), the NEST predictions for multicomponent
decays of 83mKr, 127Xe, and 129mXe are made by summing the
mean photons expected from the constituent scatters and dividing
by the total energy. The light yield of 33.2-keV 127Xe is lower
than the NEST prediction, where the recombination models
transition.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 6. The measured charge yield at peak energies in the LUX
ER energy spectrum for (a) single- and (b) multiple-site energy
depositions. In (a), the dashed blue line is the mean response
predicted by NEST for an applied field of 180 V=cm, and the
shaded blue region shows its 5% uncertainty. The red circles (and
shaded band) show LUX measurements (and uncertainty) from
an injected 3H beta source also under a mean applied field of
180 V=cm [9]. Charge yields measured at 33.2 and 5.2 keV in a
dedicated two-S2 127Xe LUX analysis (green) [26] agree with
these one-S2 measurements (black). In (b), the NEST predictions
for multicomponent decays of 83mKr, 127Xe, and 129mXe are made
by summing the mean electrons expected from the constituent
scatters and dividing by the total energy.
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monoenergetic peak are summed and plotted with the LUX
measurements for comparison.
B. Mean recombination
From Eqs. (1)–(4) in Sec. II, one can obtain the mean
recombination probability hri,
hri ¼ hnγi=hnei − nex=nihnγi=hnei þ 1
; ð7Þ
where hnγi=hnei≡ Ly=Qy is directly proportional to the
measured mean S2=S1. The LUX values for hri are shown
in Fig. 7, with single- and multiple-site energy depositions
plotted separately for comparison with NEST as in
Sec. IVA.
C. Energy resolution
In measuring Ly and Qy from monoenergetic sources,
one also easily measures the energy resolution. These
measurements are shown in Fig. 8. An empirical fit of
the form a=
ﬃﬃﬃ
E
p
to the LUX measurements made at the six
lowest energies in Fig. 8 yields a ¼ ð0.33 0.01 keV1=2Þ,
and it is plotted in solid black over the fit range and
dashed where it is extrapolated. The energy resolution
measured above ≳240 keV is worse than the expected
resolution from the stochastic (a=
ﬃﬃﬃ
E
p
) fit to the values from
E < 240 keV monoenergetic sources.
D. Discussion of results
These results agree well with the expected yields and
mean recombination predicted by NEST, except the mea-
surements made at 33.2 keV. The LUX measurement is far
from threshold and of a low enough energy to be free from
the soon-to-be-discussed S2 systematics. Disagreement
with NEST is not completely unexpected: that particular
energy is a difficult one to model because the accepted
understanding of LXe recombination transitions from a
spherically distributed cloud of electron-ion pairs below
∼10 keV [10] to a tracklike structure of electron-ion pairs
above that energy [11]. The charge yield of the same
33.2-keV K-shell energy measured with a separate
multiple-scatter analysis of LUX 127Xe data produced
the same result with similar levels of uncertainty [26].
(a)
(b)
FIG. 7. The recombination probability calculated at peak
energies in the LUX ER energy spectrum for (a) single- and
(b) multiple-site energy depositions. In (a), the dashed blue line
is the mean recombination predicted by NEST for an applied
field of 180 V=cm, and the shaded blue region shows its 5%
uncertainty. The red circles (and shaded band) show LUX
measurements (and uncertainty) from an injected 3H beta source
also under a mean applied field of 180 V=cm [9].
FIG. 8. The measured energy resolution at known energy peaks
in the LUX ER backgrounds. The detector is optimized for
low-energy sensitivity, and variable amounts of PMT saturation
and single-electron contributions affect S2 pulses and hamper
the energy resolution at high energy, as discussed in the text.
Data from the PIXeY (blue x; [27]), MiX (red triangle; [28]),
ZEPLIN-III (green star; [29]), and XENON100 (magenta square;
[30]) are shown for comparison.
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The LUX energy resolution at energies below 250 keV
compares favorably with previous measurements in large
LXe TPCs [30] and is comparable to the resolution achieved
by ZEPLIN-III [29] and by much smaller detectors [27,28].
Tables II and III near the end of this article list the LUX
values and uncertainties plotted in Figs. 5–8. Larger
systematic uncertainties in the charge yield and recombina-
tion measurements (and poorer energy resolution) above
250 keV stem from the following S2 effects in LUX.
First, the amount of S2 electroluminescence at energies
greater than 500 keV is enough to exceed the maximum of
the data acquisition (DAQ) digitization range for one or
more PMTs in top array. The amount of saturation depends
on the ðx; yÞ position at which the extracted electrons
emerge from the liquid beneath the top array of PMTs,
which broadens the spectrum of S2 pulse areas and skews it
towards lower pulse areas. This is results in an additional
6% bias in the S2 measurements at energies above 500 keV,
which is measured by comparing the ratio of S2 pulse area
observed in the bottom PMTarray to the area in both arrays
(S2b=S2) to the same ratio of pulse areas for single
extracted electrons. It is also observed that S2 pulses from
high-energy events have tails of electroluminescence cre-
ated by extracted electrons trailing the primary pulse. A
variable amount of this “electron tail” is folded into the S2
pulse area, introducing an area-dependent uncertainty in the
S2 measurement. The origin of these electrons has been
studied in previous LXe TPCs with two main sources
identified: the delayed extraction of electrons from previous
energy deposits and the production and the extraction of
additional electrons from optical feedback due to the
quantum efficiency of the electrode grids and from photo-
ionization of impurities in the LXe bulk [31]. To quantify
the additional pulse area from the electron tail, we compare
the total area found by the pulse finder (S2 pulse and
possible electron tail) to the area calculated from a
Gaussian fit to the primary pulse. The Gaussian model
is an approximation for an idealized S2 pulse shape without
a single-electron tail. By this method we calculate a 6.1%
systematic bias in the charge yield at 661.7 keV, scaling
linearly to 3.1% at 163.9 keV. For S2 pulses with≲104 phd
this effect is subdominant to uncertainties in g1 and g2. The
mean DAQ saturation and the mean contribution of single
electrons in S2 tails are nearly equal and opposite effects.
The combined effect minimally affects the central values of
the signal yields and mean recombination measurements,
but broadens the spectrum of S2 pulse areas and impacts
the energy resolution for the four highest energy peaks
considered in this work.
Finally, events with subcathode scatters were addressed.
Referred to as “gamma-X,” this is a multisite interaction
where the gamma scatters at least once below the cathode
wire grid and only once above it. When this happens, the
detector collects scintillation light from all interaction
vertices but charge from only the interaction above the
cathode, where the electric field drifts electrons upwards
to the gas layer for S2 production. Gamma-X events are
misclassified in the data processing as single-site inter-
actions with a larger S1 and smaller S2 relative to events of
the same reconstructed energy. These events are more
common at high energies where the gamma from radio-
active decay within detector materials has sufficient energy
to travel several centimeters into and between the fiducial
and subcathode volumes. This pathology is excluded from
the analysis data set by selecting events from a smaller
fiducial volume further from the cathode plane, and also
TABLE II. The numerical values for the plotted yields from
Figs. 5 and 6. The primary systematic uncertainties are propa-
gated from g1 and g2. There is an additional energy-dependent
contribution above 200 keV from variation in the amount of
single-electron contamination, and a 6% contribution from S2
DAQ saturation of measurements at 583.2, 609.3, and 661.7 keV.
Statistical uncertainties are completely subdominant to system-
atics for measurements above 33.2 keV.
Energy (keV) Ly (photons/keV) Qy (electrons/keV)
5.2 39.2 1.9stat  1.0sys 31.0 0.6stat  2.4sys
33.2 49.5 0.4stat  1.3sys 22.9 0.3stat  1.7sys
41.55 53.4 0.0stat  1.4sys 19.4 0.0stat  1.4sys
163.9 41.9 0.3stat  1.1sys 28.3 0.9stat  2.1sys
208 43.1 0.5stat  1.1sys 29.9 0.7stat  2.3sys
236.1 43.9 0.2stat  1.1sys 29.5 0.2stat  2.3sys
410 42.4 0.3stat  1.1sys 29.7 0.5stat  2.4sys
583.2 35.5 0.3stat  0.9sys 38.0 0.2stat  3.4sys
609.3 37.4 0.1stat  1.0sys 35.2 0.2stat  3.1sys
661.7 35.1 0.1stat  0.9sys 37.7 0.1stat  3.5sys
TABLE III. The numerical values for energy resolution as
plotted in Fig. 8. The primary systematic uncertainties are
propagated from g1 and g2 with an energy-dependent contribution
above 200 keV from variation in the amount of single-electron
contamination and a 6% contribution from S2 DAQ saturation
of measurements at 583.2, 609.3, and 661.7 keV. Statistical
uncertainties are completely subdominant to systematics for
measurements above 33.2 keV.
Energy (keV) Source Resolution ðσ=μÞ
5.2 127Xe 0.124 0.004stat  0.010sys
33.2 127Xe 0.052 0.001stat  0.004sys
41.55 83mKr 0.053 0.004sys
163.9 131mXe 0.028 0.002sys
208 127Xe 0.024 0.002sys
236.1 127Xe, 129mXe 0.026 0.002sys
410 127Xe 0.022 0.002sys
583.2 208Tl 0.026 0.003sys
609.3 214Bi 0.030 0.003sys
661.7 137Cs 0.028 0.003sys
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requiring a minimum S2 size [S2 > ðhS2i − 2σS2Þ within
each monoenergetic peak]. These additional cuts reduced
gamma-X contamination to less than 1% of its initial level
measured in the distribution of S2 areas from events within
3σ of each peak in reconstructed energy.
The net effect of the DAQ saturation, single-electron tail
fraction, and remaining gamma-X (after additional S2 area
cuts) makes the energy resolution near 600 keV about
2.0 times worse than the expectation from the stochastic
term alone (measured at energies below 240 keV). With
optimized PMT DAQ settings and electron extraction
efficiency at or near unity, two-phase Xe TPC detectors
have demonstrated σ=μ ≤ 1% capability ([27] at 2.6 MeV,
the energy regime relevant for 0νββ searches with 136Xe;
[28] at 1.3 MeV). Some signal fluctuations are ultimately
unavoidable, however, due to recombination fluctuations
in the LXe itself, as discussed in the next section.
V. RECOMBINATION FLUCTUATION
MODELS AND ANALYSIS
It has been known for decades that fluctuations in
electron recombination in liquid xenon exhibit a variance
in excess of the expectation for a binomial distribution [10].
In the context of dark-matter-search experiments, this
variance manifests itself in the width [in log10ðS2=S1Þ]
of the electronic recoil band shown in Fig. 9. To a high but
imperfect degree, this band appears Gaussian in slices of
S1 [9].
One approach to analyzing the data is to
(a) subtract the (calculable) instrumental fluctuations, and
fit the remaining recombination fluctuations with a
Gaussian characterized by σr. This approach was
followed in [9,22] and results in the somewhat
surprising observation that σr grows linearly with
the number of ions created by the interaction, rather
than scaling as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ni
p
as would be expected.
A slightly different approach is taken by the NEST
model, which is described in detail in [32]. The key
difference in the present context is that NEST
(b) accounts for all fluctuations using a modified
Poisson distribution. A Poisson distribution is chosen
to avoid the computational expense of a binomial
distribution. The modification assigns the Poisson
distribution’s average number of quanta (expressed as
λ) from a Gaussian distribution, creating the desired
observed width of fluctuations while respecting
physical constraints (integer quantawith ni ≥ 0) [32].
The width of this Gaussian distribution is determined
empirically from calibration data.
Both of these approaches are explored in the present
work, so it is worth pointing out that they are essentially
limiting cases of the same general picture discussed in more
detail below.
A. General picture
Approaches (a) and (b) are approximations to a more
general description. In the limit of isolated electron-ion
pairs, one might reasonably expect recombination to be a
binomial process governed by an escape probability
p≡ 1 − r, so that the number of measured electrons is
ne ¼

ni
p

: ð8Þ
At rather low electronic recoil energies E≲ 10 keV, it can
be shown that the Thomas-Imel model [10] reproduces the
central value of this probability
p ¼ 1
ξ
log ð1þ ξÞ; ð9Þ
where ξ is a fitted parameter. But a deterministic value of p
[Eq. (9)] provides an accurate description of electronic
recoil data only for very small energies E≲ 2 keV, where
recombination and recombination fluctuations are small
[9]. At higher energies, the previously mentioned excess
variance manifests itself. A simple way to modify this
general picture to account for the excess variance is to let p
itself vary, so that in Eq. (9), p → hpi. One way it can be
modeled is by a Gaussian distribution with fixed width
σp ≈ 0.06 [22]. In terms of the notation of approach (a),
σp ¼ σr=ni.
The total variance due to the recombination process as
described above is
FIG. 9. The ER and NR calibration data (cyan and orange,
respectively) form characteristic recoil bands. Large filled circles
show the fitted band Gaussian mean and small filled circles
indicate the fitted Gaussian 1σ. Power law fits to the means and
1σ are shown with solid and dashed lines.
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σ2T ¼ σ2b þ σ2r
¼ ð1 − pÞnipþ ðσpniÞ2; ð10Þ
in which σ2b is the binomial variance. Equation (10)
immediately shows how approach (a) is the large-ni case
of the general picture just described: for nearly all meas-
urable event energies, σr ≫ σb.
For a standard Poisson distribution, the expected
variance from the numerical approximation in approach
(b) would be σ2Poiss ¼ nip prior to any Gaussian modifi-
cation. To satisfy fluctuations with σ2r ∝ n2i , the method
outlined in [32] defines a factor, F r ¼ σ2r=σ2Poiss.
Specifically, for agreement with measurements using
approach (a) in [22],
F r ¼
ð0.06Þ2
p
ni: ð11Þ
This F r factor appears in the variance of the Gaussian
distribution that is used to broaden the Poisson distribution.
The size of the fluctuations relative to a typical Poisson
distribution is parametrized with the constant, ω, where
σ2r ¼ F rnip
¼ ðωni − 1Þnip
≈ ωpn2i ðni largeÞ: ð12Þ
Averaging the electronic recoil escape probability for
overall measurable energies (p ≈ 0.5), the expectation with
approach (b) is ω ≈ 0.007 in order to match σp ≈ 0.06 [22].
It is surprising that the distribution of pmaintains a fixed
width, independent of ni [or, in approach (b), nearly fixed
width due to the p dependence introduced by the Poisson
approximation]. A possible physical interpretation could be
the initial energy distribution of ionization electrons. This
would map directly into their recombination probability,
in the limit of isolated electron-ion pairs. Further inves-
tigation into this hypothesis is beyond the scope of the
present work.
B. Analysis of electronic recoils with E≳ 10 keV
In this section, the purely Gaussian approach (a) is
pursued. The measured widths of energy, light, and charge
peaks contain information on both detector resolution and
physical fluctuations in the amount of recombination.
Finite detector resolution broadens the S1 and S2 peaks
independently. Using Fig. 4 as an example, recombination
fluctuations slide events along the diagonal line of constant
energy (the major axis of the ellipse) exchanging quanta of
light for those of charge, or vice versa. We directly measure
the detector resolution for light (σS1), charge (σS2), and
energy (σE), and calculate the recombination fluctuations
(σr) following the method in [22]:
σ2r ¼
1
2

σ2S1
g21
þ σ
2
S2
g22
−
σ2E
W2

: ð13Þ
A detailed analysis of these processes at low energies
from tritium beta calibrations of the LUX detector is
included in [9], which notes linear scaling of σr with ni
for energies 2 to 16 keV. A linear model also describes the
recombination fluctuations measured out to 661.7 keV,
σr ¼ ð0.059 0.003Þni shown in Fig. 10. The measured
slope from these higher-energy data is consistent with the
measurement from tritium.
C. Analysis of electronic recoils with E≲ 10 keV
The low-energy ER calibration of the LUX detector was
accomplished with the injection of tritiated methane.
A 10-Bq injection of CH3 T in December 2013 produced
300,000 events in the active region with 170,000 of those
occurring in the fiducial volume [9]. Using NEST’s numeri-
cal implementation of approach (b), a χ2 comparison of
simulated 3H electronic recoils with varying ω is made with
LUX 3H data. As previously described, the manifestation
of the variance from recombination is in the width of the
log10ðS2=S1Þ signal band. The χ2 was calculated from the
Gaussian width of this band in data and from the width of
the same band from NEST Monte Carlo (MC) simulation,
sweeping from ω ¼ 0.001 to 0.011. The best-fit value from
this NEST MC approach is ω ¼ 0.0075 0.0001, and it is
FIG. 10. The measured Gaussian recombination fluctuations
[as described in approach (a)] scale linearly with the number of
ions. The solid (dashed) red lines are the linear best fit (1σ)
calculated to be σr ¼ ð0.059 0.003Þni. The other solid lines
show the NEST model [approach (b)] for five choices of ω, where
the line color changes with ω ¼ 0.0025 (black), 0.005, 0.0075,
0.01, 0.0125 (lightest gray).
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shown in Fig. 11 along with LUX 3H ER calibration data.
This NEST result can be reconciled with the Gaussian
measurement for recombination fluctuations in these same
LUX data. At low energies, our numerical treatment of
fluctuations cannot be strictly Gaussian because predictions
of negative numbers of quanta are unphysical, but the
resulting variance in observed quanta can be compared to
the more straightforward Gaussian models at higher ener-
gies. The fit parameters of interest from each approach
are consistent, as σp ¼ 0.067 0.005 from the Gaussian
approximation of recombination fluctuations in [9] is
approximately equal to this NEST MC fit for
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ωp
p
[Eq. (12)]. If the average escape probability is considered
for 2–10 keV, using Fig. 7 from which one finds
p ¼ 0.7–0.3, the expected value for ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃωpp is approximatelyﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð0.00750.0001Þ·ð0.3−0.7Þp ≃0.05−0.07. This shows
the consistency of multiple models’ treatment of the same
data, and also agreement with Sec. V B, a remarkable
general result for electronic recoil recombination fluctua-
tions across orders of magnitude in deposited energy.
D. Analysis of nuclear recoils
The low-energy NR calibration of the LUX detector
occurred within one month of the 3H ER calibration of the
previous section. It was made with a collimated beam of
2.45-MeV deuterium-deuterium (D-D) neutrons made by
producing the neutrons outside of the water tank and having
them travel unimpeded through the tank via an air-filled
tube. An appreciable fraction of the neutrons pass through
the cryostat and detector materials and deposit energy in the
liquid xenon with single or multiple scatters. For a detailed
description of this calibration, see [14]. Using the same
method as in Sec. V C and exploiting the NR functionality
of the NEST framework [32], the χ2 comparison yields a
best fit for ω ¼ 0.00650.0040.002. The log10ðS2=S1Þ band σ
measurements from the D-D data are plotted with the
best fit from NEST in Fig. 12.
As evidenced by the large uncertainties for ω from these
LUX NR data, a definitive statement cannot be made about
the two descriptions of NR recombination fluctuations,
one strictly binomial and the other with an n2i term in the
variance as in ER recombination. The similarity and
proximity of the best-fit values for both recoil types is
noteworthy. In practice, for example, the same ω ¼ 0.0075
was used successfully for ER and NR models in [3] and
falls within the range of uncertainty. While beyond the
scope this paper, this merits further study in future analyses.
VI. SUMMARY
With data from the LUX detector we have measured light
and charge yields and calculated the mean recombination
at the energies of many common ER background and
calibration sources for LXe detectors. The light and charge
yields measured with LUX are consistent within uncer-
tainties with current NEST models of electronic recoils in
FIG. 11. The ER band width is plotted with the best-fit NEST
ER band width. Note that NEST here has been customized
for these low energies as in [9]. The data points with full opacity
are used for the fit of ω. NEST’s Poisson implementation of
fluctuations breaks down below S1 ¼ 5 phd, and lower 3H
statistics above S1 ¼ 65 phd. The solid blue line is the NEST
prediction for ω ¼ 0.0075, while the shaded blue region shows
the variation for the range of uncertainty in ω.
FIG. 12. The NR band width is plotted with the best-fit NEST
NR band width. Note that NEST here is a modified version of [8]
as in [4]. The data points with full opacity are used for the fit of ω,
while the semitransparent points are excluded due to limited
statistics and large variation in the fit values from the midrange
energies of the D-D recoil spectrum with lower event rate (begins
near S1 ¼ 35–40 phd). The solid blue line is the NEST pre-
diction for ω ¼ 0.0065, while the shaded blue region shows the
variation for the range of uncertainty in ω.
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LXe for energies between 163.9 and 661.7 keV.
Measurements of the 127Xe L-shell at 5.2 keV also show
consistency with NEST, as well as with the LUX 3H values
and multiple-scatter 127Xe charge yield measurements
[9,26]. The LUX data show a lower light yield and higher
charge yield at 33.2 keV, a challenging energy to model
where NEST transitions from the Thomas-Imel model to
the Doke model for recombination. Composite yields from
the multiple-step decays of activated xenon are consistent
with the predicted quanta from multiple smaller-energy
deposits and distinct from the yields of a single deposition
of the total energy. Measurements of the LUX energy
resolution are competitive with previous measurements by
smaller LXe TPCs at low energies. The degraded energy
resolution at high energies is caused by known effects in the
S2 channel.
LUX measurements of recombination fluctuations
reinforce previous observations of larger-than-binomial
variance.Measurements made by following two approaches
that originate from the same general description of recom-
bination help clarify the agreement between these measure-
ments, prior measurements, and the present numerical
implementation of this physics. While the general descrip-
tion described in Eq. (10) is likely the “most correct,” the
Poisson and Gaussian approaches are necessary due to the
computational expense of binomial processes for any
practical use in NEST and other simulation packages.
Further study and additional data are required to distinguish
an unambiguous preference for a fluctuation model with or
without p dependence. Dedicated tests of possible physical
interpretations of the additional variance (e.g. electron-ion
track structure) and the differences stemming from recoil
type should be pursued.
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